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existence of political stability which is defined as political order affect economic
order, development and stability as well. The economic stability that affects the
welfare level of one country have several determinants like the macroeconomic
indicators such as general level of prices, rate of employment, level of production
and balance of payments, and the continuity of political order, the size of military
power, corruption, accountability in politics, political transparency and fair
distribution of income. In this study, on the other hand, how political stability
affects financial development in the field of economy has been researched. For
that purpose, Granger causality test has been applied for Turkey by using the data
of financial development and political stability belonging to the years of 19702017. In the result of analysis, a long-termed relationship between financial
development and political stability was discovered and a causality from financial
development to political stability was discovered as well.

1. Introduction and Literature
Although political stability does not have a consensus in the study for the meaning in
the studies usually, by defining political instability, an opinion has been tried to gain. In other
words, in order to define political stability, what political instability should be propounded.
While Lipset (1960) defines the political instability as a state of non-existence of political
stability, democracy and opposition, Marrison and Stevenson (1972) expressed that political
instability cannot have a global definition but it can be defined as the disruption of national
political system. Ake (1975) mentioned political behavior and political structure while he
defined the political instability. According to this, political instability has been used in the
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policies to express periods that certain rules and behaviors cannot be formed, and order cannot
be provided with the law and acts. Mbaku (1988) defined political instability as the nonexistence of global behaviors and the similar policies that have been applied in various
countries. Fosu (1992) defined political instability as the sum of government, administration,
regime and nation that do not have the stability. According to Alesina and Perotti (1993),
political instability is a two-dimensional problem as social unrest and political violence.
Alesina (1996) defined political stability as not having the ability to go through the changes in
both institutional and non-institutional fields. According to Berthelemy et al. (2002), political
instability can be defined with some risk indicators. These are; absence of opposition,
disregarding civil media and the view of society, exclusion of some fractions in the society both
socially, economically and politically, youth unemployment, impoverishment and the increase
of inequalities, the violations of human rights, the increase of political distrust and migration
waves. By indicating that both political stability and political instability should be redefined in
American economy, Margolis (2010) stated that stability and instability have different elements
in terms of a new point of view and one concept cannot be defined as the reverse of it.
The relationship of economic growth with political stability has been mentioned
frequently in the literature because the first impact of stability is on economic growth. In these
studies (Feng: 1997, Gür and Akbulut: 2012, Karahan and Karagöl: 2014, Uddin et al. 2017,
Diken et al. 2018), although the definitions of political stability change, broadly, it is possible
to mention the long-termed and positive impact of stability indicators on economic growth. In
the studies that follow a similar point of view (Alesina et al. 1996, Asteriou and Price: 2001,
Koirala et al. 2005, Jong A Pin: 2008, Aisen and Veiga: 2010, Şanlısoy and Kök: 2010, Kouba
and Grochova: 2011, Arslan: 2011, Gurgul and Lach: 2013, Kalay and Çetin: 2016, Tabassam
et al. 2016, Doğan Çalışkan: 2018), a negative-oriented relationship (the impact when political
instability increased, growth will be decreased) between indicators of political instability and
growth mentioned.
In their study, Roe and Siegel (2011) advocated that political instability will slow
economic growth down by mentioning the hindrances in front of financial development.
According to this, financial development is considered as a necessary and beneficial way for
countries to start and sustain a proper process of economic growth. In this sense, political risks
and uncertainties that will hinder financial development should be avoided.
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In their studies, Compos et al. (2012) analyzed the impact of financial development and
political instability as a dual dilemma on economic growth. According to the first result of
analysis that they made in the period of 1996-2000 for Argentinian economy, financial
development increased volatility in growth in relevant country. According to the second
discover of analysis, there is a solid relationship between political decisions that have been
taken about financial liberalization and growth.
The relationship of political stability and financial development has been analyzed in
the horizon of economic growth. According to this, political stability introduces economic
growth with the way of financial development as well. In other words, financial development
and depth are the factors that call forth the economic bond between political stability and
growth. However, no study was not found about the direction and intensity of relationship
between financial development and political stability in the literature. In this regard, the
relationship between political stability and financial development for Turkey will be examined
in the study.
2. Dataset and Method
Theoretical and empirical literature revealed the close relationship between political
stability and financial development. The contribution of this study to the literature is to test the
long-termed relationship between political stability and financial development for Turkey in
the relevant period. On that purpose, Polity IV risk indicators and stock market index values
have been subjected to analysis for Turkey in the years of 1970-2017. In order to test the
relationship between these two variables, unit root, Johansen cointegration and Granger
causality analyses have been used within the fame of Vector Autoregressive Model (VAR)
model analysis.
3. Result of Analysis
The series have been subjected to stability analysis in the first stage of model. In the
study, Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Peron (PP) unit root tests that have been
frequently used in the literature have been applied to the series. Whether the variables are stable
has been researched and only when the first differences has been taken, it was detected that two
variables are not stable in the values of level. The ADF and PP unit root test results can be seen
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Unit Root Tests Results
ADF
Intercept

Trend Intercept

Intercept

PP
Trend Intercept

lfinance

I(0)
I(1)

0,713184
-5,048497*

-0,481117
-5,267757*

0,587382
0,587382*

-0,578912
-0,578912*

lpolity

I(0)
I1)

0,461611
-6,267166*

-1,959686
-6,303287*

0,493773
-6,266961*

-2,110789
-6,298551*

*: 0,01 significance level

Whether the variables are affected from the similar shocks after the unit root tests, in
other words, the question whether they have acted in unison has been researched with the aid
of Johansen cointegration test. Obtained discoveries demonstrate that two cointegrated
equilibrium was found in 0,05 significance level. Cointegration test results can be seen in Table
2.
Table 2. Johansen Cointegration Test Results
Hypothesized
Trace
No. of CE(s)
Eigenvalue
Statistic
None *
0.318285
27.95045
At most 1 *
0.258125
12.24154
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized
Max-Eigen
No. of CE(s)
Eigenvalue
Statistic
None *
0.318285
15.70891
At most 1 *
0.258125
12.24154

0.05
Critical Value
15.49471
3.841466

Prob.**
0.0004
0.0005

0.05
Critical Value
14.26460
3.841466

Prob.**
0.0294
0.0005

The results of Granger causality test that has been made in order to determine the
direction among the variables set forth a unilateral causality from financial development to
political stability. Granger causality test results can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3. Granger Causality Test Results
Dependent variable: DFinance
Excluded
DGSYH
All
Dependent variable: DPolity
Excluded
DLFG
All

Chi-sq
1.104324
1.104324

df
2
2

Prob.
0.5757
0.5757

Chi-sq
7.204320
7.204320

df
2
2

Prob.
0.0273
0.0273

4. Assessment and Conclusion
In the study, political risk and instability, in other words, the relationship between
political stability and financial development specific to Turkey has been analyzed. According
to the results of analysis, a long-termed and interactive relationship between political stability
and financial stability exists. In this regard, executions and decisions in the fields of finance
and politics affect each other. The dominant direction of effect is from financial development
to political stability. In other words, if the financial development changed for better (in a
direction that welfare can be generated, and growth and investments can be increased), it would
affect political stability positively. From a different viewpoint, stopover or decline in financial
development generate political instability. Political stability and financial development are
interacting variables to each other for Turkey. Policymakers should consider properly the
dynamics of those field when they are making a decision.
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